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PRELIMINARY AND INCOMPLETE

Abstract

Many economic policies show promising pilot results that fail to replicate at scale. We

demonstrate how delegation of authority to implementing agents can threaten scalability in a

randomized evaluation of a migration loan program in Bangladesh. Pilot evaluations found

the loan offer to increase temporary migration by 25–40p.p., but this effect fell to 12p.p. at

scale. To explain the attenuation, we introduce a theory of delegation risk that leads imple-

menting agents to systematically mistarget intended program beneficiaries. Mistargeting occurs

because benefits are concentrated among those enabled to migrate with a loan—i.e. program

compliers—but capacity constraints lead effort to be directed toward those already planning to

migrate—i.e. always-takers. We present evidence consistent with this theory that the character-

istics that predict pre-loan migration are strongly correlated with the likelihood of remembering

the loan offer in endline surveying, and we show delegation risk can quantitatively account for

the diminished treatment effect. Policy impacts are further tempered by expansion to adjacent

geographic regions despite participants being observably similar. We rule out two additional ex-

planations: First, our geographically clustered randomization design reveals treatment intensity

crowds in rather than crowds out migrants. Second, changes in population characteristics over

time appear to have little influence. Delegation risk identified in this study has the potential

to undermine a number of common development policies, and is exacerbated by management

practices frequently used by development organizations.

JEL Codes: O18, C93, J43, R23
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1 Introduction

Program evaluation has become a prominent feature of policy design. Careful measurement of

program effects can assist with cost–benefit analysis and ensure resources are directed to their most

effective ends. In practice, impacts are frequently first established in small-scale pilot experiments

before widespread adoption. Experimental evaluation is seen as the gold standard for generating

unbiased, internally valid estimates of program effects. Both implementers and funders increasingly

demand that evaluation strategies be included in the design of new policies.

Pilot programs that show success typically grow in scale to reach more beneficiaries. However,

rigorous evaluation of policies scaled up from pilot has repeatedly found diminished program ef-

fectiveness. Failure to scale has been documented in education (Kraft et al., 2018; Bold et al.,

2018; Andersen and Hvidman, 2020; Evans and Yuan, 2020; Ganimian, 2020; Kerwin and Thorn-

ton, 2021; Bellés-Obrero and Lombardi, 2022), public health (Fund, 2018; Cameron et al., 2019),

early childhood intervention (Araujo et al., 2021; Bloem and Wydick, 2023), microfinance (Giné et

al., 2021), and behavioral nudges (DellaVigna and Linos, 2022; Rabb et al., 2022). Across a broad

range of development policies, (Vivalt, 2020) reports a systematic negative relationship between a

program’s scale and the size of its impacts.

In this paper, we introduce a new theory of delegation risk to account for the failure of a large-

scale migration loan program in Bangladesh to replicate pilot results. The policy was implemented

as a large-scale randomized evaluation intentionally designed to measure the importance of spillovers

at scale and expansion to new geographic regions, but these two factors cannot explain the decline

in impact. Instead, we present evidence consistent with a theory that expansion lowers alignment

between program goals and implementer incentives. This threat to scaling is common to many

types of development policies and may be exacerbated by standard management practices in the

development sector.

The migration loan program under study is motivated by the prevalence of seasonal poverty

in northern Bangladesh. Both food supply and labor demand in rural parts of the region are

strongly tied to the seasonal agricultural cycle. This cycle generates an annual “hungry season” in

September–October shortly before the main crop harvest when food prices are high and rural wages

are low. Poor households that are unable to save in anticipation of this shock regularly experience

sharp declines in consumption and food security during this period (Khandker, 2012).

Temporary migration is a common response to seasonal poverty. Many households in the region

send a member to work elsewhere in the country during the hungry period. The No Lean Season

(NLS) loan program aims to enable this option for those currently unable to finance it. The program

offers low-interest, short-term loans to landless rural households ahead of the hungry season. The

loan, sufficient to cover the cost of transportation and a few nights’ lodging for one household

member, is issued with the soft conditionality that recipients use it for labor migration.

Two rounds of pilot evaluation show NLS loans to have large, positive returns. In experiments
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conducted in 2008 and 2014 with 1,292 and 5,764 households, respectively, loan availability raised

the fraction of households who sent a migrant during the lean season by 25–40 percentage points

from a baseline rate of around 35 percent. Local average treatment effect (LATE) estimates of

the return to migration indicate households enabled to migrate earn nearly 50% more over the

following months, and this income translates to consuming roughly 500 more calories per person

per day during the lean season (Bryan et al., 2014; Akram et al., 2017).

We find these large program impacts unfortunately fail to replicate at scale. The NLS program

expanded to over loans to over 150,000 households per year in 2017 and 2018, encompassing 5% of

the population in the implementation region each year. In these expansion rounds, the program

was administered by a local microfinance institution (MFI) that aimed to replicate the pilot policy.

However, loan availability induced at most a 12 percentage point increase in migration in 2018, far

below what was observed in piloting, and even less in 2017.

The main contribution of this study is to introduce and quantify a new theory linking program

size and effectiveness through delegation of decision-making authority to implementing agents. In

the case of NLS, implementers had the greatest autonomy in recruitment and marketing of loan

offers. With a larger caseload of households and less direct managerial oversight, loan officers at

the MFI had greater discretion of where to focus marketing efforts than in the pilot.

The NLS program is intended to reach the subset of the population who would not normally

migrate but are enabled to do so with a loan. This subset, referred to as “induced migrants”—

“program compliers” in the language of program evaluation—are the intended beneficiaries for

whom the program unlocks the high returns to migration during the lean season. In contrast,

“regular migrants”—i.e. always-takers—who would have migrated anyway and “never-migrants”—

i.e. never-takers—who would not migrate under any circumstances both derive little benefit from

a small, short-term loan that does not alter their migration status.

Delegation risk arises because program compliance cannot directly be observed. For any given

household that migrates with a loan, it is impossible to distinguish whether they are a program

complier or always-taker. Likewise, it is impossible to distinguish compliers from never-takers

among the set of untreated households that do not migrate. The size and characteristics of the

complier population can only be inferred statistically by measuring the difference in migration rates

between treatment and control. As a corollary, when implementation decisions are delegated to

implementing agents, the incentive structure cannot directly reward outreach to program compliers.

This threat becomes systematically more important as a program grows, leaving each individual

implementer with greater autonomy.

Misalignment of incentives is exacerbated by the common management practice of monitoring

and evaluating agents based on implementation targets. In our case, loan officers were evaluated

and retained based on the number of migration loans they awarded. In settings with high fractions

of always-takers and never-takers, delegation of authority with implementation-based incentives can

lead to systematic undertreatment of program compliers in favor of always-takers. This is because a
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loan offer made to a household already planning to migrate guarantees success for the implementing

agent, while an offer made to a household not yet planning to migrate risks failure if the household

turns out to be a never-migrant. As a result, if implementing agents observe any information about

pre-loan migration plans, then they maximize their loan success rate by selectively directing effort

toward always-takers.

This type of selection may also be induced by participant demand. Regular migrants already

have plans in place, so they will likely be the first in line to take advantage of a low-interest loan. In

contrast, induced migrants need time to scout opportunities and make plans before securing a loan.

There is a risk that regular migrants exhaust program capacity before induced migrants have a

chance to signal their demand, leaving some program compliers unable to access program benefits.

In either case, systematic mistargeting will cause treatment effects to attenuate with program size

as long as there exists some sort of resource constraint that gets tighter as a program grows, leading

to more selectivity in treatment. We quantify the extent of such mistargeting necessary to generate

the attenuation observed in our setting and show that it falls well within the range of plausibility.

The necessary conditions for delegation risk are quite general and common to many categories

of development policy. Intended beneficiaries may be systematically excluded whenever benefits are

concentrated among program compliers, there are high fractions of always- and never-takers, com-

pliance status cannot be readily observed, and resource or capacity constraints lead to selectivity

in treatment or outreach intensity. In addition to directed lending such as NLS, these factors are

present in microfinance more generally, conditional cash transfers, occupational training, agricul-

tural extension, and a number of other common policies designed to enable or encourage economic

activity. Importantly, this concern is independent of policy design features or implementer quality.

We present quantitative facts consistent with systematic exclusion of induced migrants among

those assigned to treatment in NLS. First, we establish that loan officers lacked the capacity to

consistently reach all households assigned to treatment. In 2017, the MFI set an explicit loan

target, and disbursement nearly ceased when the target was reached. In 2018, explicit loan targets

were lifted, but a debrief survey among households assigned to treatment reveals that only just

over half actually remember being offered a loan. Notably, administrative data on implementation

from the MFI shows a discrepancy in loan disbursement rates between pilot and 2017, but not in

2018.

Second, we present evidence that the program was selectively advertised more intensely to

those most likely to migrate. The propensity to recall a loan offer is strongly predicted by baseline

characteristics such as migration history and number of adult males in the household, which are

also strong predictors of the likelihood of migrating without a loan. To the extent that program

recall is a proxy for outreach by implementing agents, this finding suggests that implementation at

scale was selectively directed toward those that were most likely to be regular migrants.

Third, we show that the decline in treatment effect is consistent with selective focus on always-

takers relative to compliers. To do so, we hold the population distribution of compliance status—the
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fractions of always-takers, compliers, and never-takers—constant at their pilot levels. Then, using

the survey data on loan offer recall, acceptance conditional on recall, and migration conditional on

acceptance, we estimate the outreach intensity by type that would generate the 2018 results. This

exercise reveals outreach intensity to be the lowest for never-takers. However, among those who

would accept a loan offer, outreach intensity was nearly twice as strong for always-takers than for

compliers.

Beyond delegation risk, we find geographic heterogeneity to further limit the external validity

of the NLS pilot. In 2018, when NLS loan eligibility increased the propensity to migrate by

12 percentage points in villages from the original pilot districts, it had no effect on migration

in new districts. While site-specific heterogeneity is commonly observed in development policy

(e.g. Pritchett and Sandefur, 2015; Meager, 2019), we find this difference surprising in our setting

due to the fact that expansion districts are geographically adjacent and the treated population is

observably similar in baseline characteristics. There was no indication from (lack of) differences in

income, education, household size, or migration history that treatment effects may be diminished

in new districts. Site-based attenuation is consistent with other literature suggesting initial policy

implementation frequently targets populations with the greatest propensity for success (Allcott,

2015; DellaVigna and Linos, 2022).

We rule out two alternative explanations for why NLS treatment effects may be diminished at

scale. First, there is no evidence of negative general equilibrium spillovers. In principle, large-scale

policies may shift market prices or other macroeconomic conditions in ways that alter the policy

impact (e.g. Cunha et al., 2018; Sraer and Thesmar, 2018; Egger et al., 2022; Khanna, 2022).

In our study, this concern manifests as the possibility that mass migration lowers wages at the

destination, limits the number of available migration opportunities, or otherwise crowds out would-

be migrants. We explicitly test for this possibility with a novel clustered randomization design

that leaves individual untreated villages amid intensely treated areas. We find that adjacency to

treated villages has a small positive effect on migration, indicating local migration opportunities are

not exhausted, destination labor demand remains sufficiently elastic, and migrants are if anything

crowded in, not crowded out, by general equilibrium spillovers at the scale of this study.

Second, we find no evidence that the effect of the NLS program diminished due to changes in

population characteristics over time. Rosenzweig and Udry (2019) demonstrate how the effects of

economic policy can be sensitive to changes in the macroeconomic environment. In our setting,

we observe two main sources of change over time. First, the two years of at-scale implementation

saw substantially more rainfall ahead of the agricultural harvest. Second, the population of pro-

gram participants grew wealthier. We evaluate the potential effect of these and other changes by

using machine learning to estimate treatment effect heterogeneity by baseline characteristics in the

pilot experiment. We then simulate the treatment effect we would have observed at scale holding

conditional treatment effects constant but allowing the distribution of population characteristics

to evolve. This exercise generates counterfactual results very similar to the actual effect measured
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in pilot rounds, indicating that changes in observable population characteristics over time do not

account for the decline in program effectiveness.

This paper contributes to the small but growing number of randomized evaluations of large-

scale development programs. Other recent evaluations include conditional cash transfers (Schultz,

2004; Rivera et al., 2004), public assistance (Muralidharan et al., 2016, 2017; Cunha et al., 2018;

Egger et al., 2022), education policy (de Ree et al., 2017; Bold et al., 2018; Khanna, 2022), police

reform (Banerjee et al., 2021), and celebrity messaging (Alatas et al., 2019). We demonstrate the

value of such large-scale evaluation by quantifying how treatment effects differ across evaluations

of the same program implemented at different scales. Linking these various evaluations allows

us to quantify the importance of sources of change from pilot to scale. Economic explanations

for the relationship between effectiveness and scale typically center around changes in program

implementation, changes in target population, or general equilibrium spillovers (see Banerjee et al.,

2017; Al-Ubaydli et al., 2017, 2019). All three factors can threaten the external validity of pilot

evaluations, limiting their informativeness for at-scale implementation.

Delegation risk can be seen as a counterpart to endogenous participant response. Chassang

et al. (2012); Bulte et al. (2014) establish a relationship between program effectiveness and (often

unobserved) effort taken by program participants. Such effort may be motivated by knowledge of

the program and beliefs about its effectiveness. In this study we highlight the role of implementers

in disseminating such knowledge, and present evidence of one channel through which their efforts

may miss the intended beneficiaries.

Mistargeting in our setting arises from the inability to base the incentives for implementing

agents directly on treatment of intended program beneficiaries. This concern arises in a number

of other settings where implementer incentives have been shown to affect policy outcomes. Em-

pirical studies show the importance of incentive design in banking (Hertzberg et al., 2010), health

worker attendance (Dhaliwal and Hanna, 2017), environmental audits (Duflo et al., 2013), and tax

collection (Khan et al., 2015; Balán et al., 2022). In each of these cases, the implementing agent

mediates an adversarial relationship between the policymaker and the program participant. For

instance, a tax collector balances the government’s interest in raising revenue against the taxpayer’s

interest in minimizing payment. Our study extends this investigation to a setting in which poli-

cymakers’ and participants’ interests are perfectly aligned: both want to enable migration among

induced migrants. We show that even with this alignment of interests, misaligned incentives for

the implementing agent can undermine policy goals.

Finally, this paper sheds light on the household response to seasonal liquidity constraints. In

rural areas around the world, seasonality in agriculture leads to regular periods of economic distress

that lead households to take costly actions to satisfy immediate consumption needs. Seasonal

constraints have been shown to limit agricultural investment (e.g. Duflo et al., 2011), food storage

and sales (Stephens and Barrett, 2011; Basu and Wong, 2015; Burke et al., 2018), and labor

market activity (Bryan et al., 2014; Akram et al., 2017; Fink et al., 2020). We show that the mere
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availability of credit is not sufficient to alleviate these constraints as lack of knowledge or outreach

can substantially limit uptake.

2 Background and Data

2.1 Setting

This study takes place in rural parts of the Rangpur Division in northern Bangladesh. This is a

poor and largely agrarian part of the country, with an urbanization rate under 15%. Among the

rural population of Rangpur, 48% of households were classified as moderately or extremely poor in

2016, compared to only 24% for the country overall. A map of the region of study is provided in

Figure 1. Pilot evaluation rounds included villages from the Kurigram and Lalmonirhat districts,

and the at-scale implementation expanded to include these as well as the six other districts in the

division.

Rural economies in this area are characterized by strong seasonality tied to the agricultural

cycle. The primary crop season lasts from planting in June through harvest in November and

December. Labor demand, and correspondingly the agricultural wage, peaks at these endpoints

but remains low between the start and end of the season. Low wages are accompanied by high food

prices as stocks dwindle ahead of the harvest. (Khandker, 2012)

Low wages and high prices combine to create an annual period of heightened food insecurity

during the agricultural lean season. September through early November in this part of the country

is locally referred to as “monga”, which translates to “hunger season”. As shown in Figure 2, more

than half of landless rural households report reducing meals or portion sizes during this period, and

nearly a fifth do so for more than fifteen days per month. The fact that this level of deprivation

occurs with annual regularity indicates that many vulnerable households have little capacity to use

savings or other methods to smooth consumption over the year.

Many households turn to short-term, intra-national migration as a response to agricultural sea-

sonality. A third to half of landless households in our region of study use migration to supplement

earnings during the lean season months. The typical migration episode involves 1–2 household

members, almost always male, traveling for work to destinations within Bangladesh. The typi-

cal migration episode lasts for 2–3 months, with migrants bringing their earnings home in cash.

Comparably high rates of lean season migration can be observed in many rural parts of the world.

Agriculture is the most common destination sector of work for seasonal migrants from the

Rangpur region. Roughly half of seasonal migrants find agricultural work in other parts of the

country where the planting and harvest seasons are offset due to climate. Among the remaining

half that travel to urban destinations, a third work in the transportation sector (i.e. pulling cycle

rickshaws) and another third find employment in low-skill construction, both sectors that are far

less sensitive to agricultural seasonality. The capital city of Dhaka accounts for nearly 30% of

migration to urban areas, with the rest spread throughout other cities around the country.
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2.2 No Lean Season Program

While migration during the agricultural lean season is fairly common in the Rangpur region, many

households are unable to access this option due to liquidity constraints. The issue arises because

migration requires up-front financing—for transportation and initial lodging—to realize a subse-

quent stream of labor market returns. This financing requirement comes at exactly the time of

year when households that rely on agricultural labor and their local social network have the least

available cash on hand. The challenge of migration is compounded by the fact that those who

stand to benefit the most from migration fall closest to the threshold for subsistence. Therefore,

even though they have the highest marginal return to increasing consumption, they also face the

greatest risk from financing a migration attempt that turns out to be unsuccessful.

The No Lean Season (NLS) program aims to enable seasonal migration for a larger fraction

of the rural landless population through credit access. NLS offers a short-term, zero-interest loan

of BDT 1,000 (around $12 USD) for migration during the agricultural lean season. This value is

sufficient to cover bus fare and a few nights’ lodging for one household member to get established

in a destination labor market. Loans are offered in early September at the start of the agricultural

lean season, with a duration of 3–6 months for repayment.

Eligibility for NLS loans is based on exposure to the agricultural lean season. Households are

eligible if they own under 0.5 acres of land, meaning their primary earnings must come from the

labor market, and they self-report having reduced or missed meals in prior lean seasons. Roughly

sixty percent of rural households satisfy these eligibility criteria in our region of study.

NLS loans are issued with soft conditionality. The loans are marketed as intended for the

purpose of migration. Upon disbursement, loan officers follow up with recipients to inquire about

migration status and encourage travel for those that have not yet departed. However, there is no

penalty for failure to migrate nor any other formal enforcement of the migration requirement.

2.3 Program Implementation and Evaluation

The NLS program was implemented over three rounds of randomized evaluation that expand pro-

gressively in scale. The initial pilot to establish viability of migration loans took place in 2008.

In this round, 1,292 households in 68 villages were offered migration loans1, out of a total study

population of 1,900. In villages where loan offers were made, offers comprised on average 14% of the

eligible population. Eligibility surveys and outreach to participants were conducted by the same

evaluation team that collected survey data on outcomes, as is typical in pilot studies. Full details

and results are reported by Bryan et al. (2014).

The second evaluation round in 2014 maintained close to the same number of villages, but

increased treatment intensity within village. In this round, loans were offered to 5,764 households

in 95 villages with a comparably sized control group for comparison. Within villages where offers

1598 households were offered loans and 703 offered conditional grants, but the treatment effect was early identical
between these two groups.
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were made, treatment intensity as either 14% and 70% of eligible households. This variation was

introduced to measure within-village spillovers as treatment intensity increased. Eligibility was

determined by the evaluation team, and loan offers were made by a local microfinance organization

with close coordination and oversight from the evaluation team. Full details and results are reported

by Akram et al. (2017).

In this paper we present results from a third round of evaluation at scale that took place in

2017 and 2018. This round differs from prior pilots in two key ways. First, the scope of the

program was greatly expanded, with 158,014 loan-eligible households in 734 villages in 2017 and

143,721 loan-eligible households in 2018, comprising just over 5% of rural households in the region

each year. Within each village where loan offers were made, all eligible households were offered a

migration loan. Second, implementation by the local microfinance organization was decoupled from

evaluation. Implementers coordinated with evaluators only in identifying villages where loan offers

would be made and setting thresholds for household eligibility. Once these design decisions were in

place, the implementing organization conducted its own survey to determine household eligibility

and make loan offers, and the evaluation team independently identified and surveyed a sample of

households for evaluation.

Implementation at scale was conducted by a local microfinance organization with 110 branch

offices spread throughout the Rangpur division. Each branch’s catchment area was defined to be

the set of villages within a one-hour bike ride from the branch office. Prior to implementation at

scale, each branch conducted a census of villages in its catchment area, and this set of villages

makes up the study population. We randomly select a subset of these villages in which to make

loan offers, and all eligible households in a selected village are offered a migration loan.

For evaluation purposes, we designate villages in which to offer loans using a two-level random-

ization design. At the first level, we randomly divide microfinance branch offices into a treatment

group that makes loan offers and a control group that does not. 40 branch offices were assigned to

treatment in 2017 and 50 in 2018, with treatment status reassigned between years. Villages in the

catchment area for control branches are designated as “pure control” with no loan offers made in

or nearby. Randomization at this level was stratified by district to enable comparison of treatment

effects between pilot and expansion districts.

At the second level of randomization, we select a subset of villages within each treated branch’s

catchment area to make loan offers based on the branch’s loan capacity. In this level of random-

ization we partition the catchment area into a treated and an untreated region, and isolate one

untreated village in the middle of the treated region to test for spillover effects.

We introduce a novel design to preserve random assignment with high-intensity treated regions.

Randomization proceeds by projecting villages in a microfinance branch’s catchment area onto a

circle with the branch office at the center. We first randomly select one village from this projection

to be designated as the “spillover” village in which no offers will be made. Next, we assign an equal

number of villages in either direction along the circle projection to the “treatment” group where
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loan offers are made. Between a third and a half of the villages in each branch’s catchment area

are assigned to the treatment, according to branch capacity. Finally, the remaining villages within

the branch’s catchment area are designated as “branch control”, and no loan offers are made.

An example of the resulting village assignment is provided in Figure 3. This strategy effectively

creates a pie-slice-shaped treated region originating from the branch office in the center of the

catchment area. A single village close to the middle of the treated slice remains untreated to

test for spillovers. Because all assignment is randomized according to projected circle order, the

probability of treatment remains uncorrelated with density of villages, proximity to the branch, or

other geographic characteristics.

After randomization, each treatment branch office hired two new employees as migration loan

officers to conduct outreach to eligible households and handle the loan portfolio for the branch.

These officers first administered a census of households in each village assigned to treatment ahead

of the lean season. The census included questions about land ownership and history of food security

to determine loan eligibility. Loan officers then contacted households deemed eligible to advertise

and promote migration loans. Actual loan disbursement took place at the branch office, and

loans were not disbursed to members of households not deemed eligible from the census to ensure

compliance with treatment assignment.

2.4 Study Sample and Data

Village-level randomization generates four different categories: a treatment group where loan offers

are made, a spillover group where no offers are made in the midst of a treated region, a branch

control group where no offers are made in the catchment area of a branch that makes offers, and

a pure control group where no offers are made in the catchment area of a branch that does not

make loan offers. For evaluation purposes, we randomly select one treated and one branch-control

village per treatment branch to conduct household surveys. We also conduct surveys in every

spillover village as well as one randomly selected pure-control village from each untreated branch.

Within each survey village, we randomly sample twenty households out of the eligible population

for surveying. Figure 4 characterizes the full randomization and survey strategy for 2017; the only

adjustment in 2018 was to increase to 50 treatment branches.

To identify households that would be loan-eligible in untreated villages for surveying, the survey

team used a random walk sampling strategy. Surveyors followed a skip pattern to select households,

asked about the eligibility criteria in each selected household, and stopped once they had identified

twenty would-be-eligible households. In the 2017 evaluation, survey households in treated villages

were drawn randomly from the census conducted by the microfinance organization. This asymmetry

raised a concern that differences between the treated and untreated survey samples may have been

induced by differential selection. As a result, in the 2018 evaluation, sample households in treated

villages were selected by surveyors following the same random walk strategy as in untreated villages.

We conduct three surveys with each sample household in each evaluation year. First, we admin-
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ister a short survey on loan eligibility, migration history, and household composition in August–

September prior to the lean season and any potential migration. Second we conduct a longer

survey in the following January with questions about migration, earnings, and food consumption

during the lean season. Finally, we conduct a third survey in April–May 2017 and June–August

2018 focused on subsequent migration, subsequent earnings, and overall financial status to evaluate

whether lean season earnings may have persistent effects.

Tables 1 and 2 report balance on baseline characteristics across treatment status in 2017 and

2018, respectively. These tables reveal evidence of imbalance across treatment arms, even in 2018

when sample selection was consistent across treatment assignment. In all that follows, we verify

that results are robust to controlling for these baseline covariates.

We supplement the primary analysis with three additional sources of data. First, we conduct

a debriefing survey with migration loan officers following the 2017 round of evaluation. Second,

we include recall questions on loan offers and microfinance institution activities following the 2018

lean season. Third, we use administrative data on implementation from the microfinance institution

itself.

It is worth noting there was strict separation between implementation and evaluation, and

survey teams did not provide feedback or monitoring to implementers as is common in pilot eval-

uations. In this study, the research designed aimed to evaluate the policy as it would normally

operate without parallel research efforts. As an unfortunate outcome of this separation, we cannot

match household survey data to administrative data at the household level. This prevents us from

using administrative data to validate recall about loan offers, or from using survey data to validate

administrative loan and migration records.

This study was preregistered in the AEA RCT Registry under ID No. AEARCTR-0002685.

3 Evaluation at Scale

Our primary metric for evaluation is the fraction of the eligible population induced to migrate after

receiving a loan offer. Estimated treatment effects across rounds of evaluation are presented in

Table 3. The first two columns report results from the 2008 and 2014 pilot rounds, respectively.

In isolation, being offered an NLS loan raises a household’s propensity to send a migrant by 22–25

percentage points, from a base migration rate of 35%. This treatment effect size corresponds to

the fraction of induced migrants in pilot rounds. As the saturation of loan offers within a village

increases from 14% to 70% of qualified households, the fraction induced to migrate nearly doubles

from 25% to 40%. This substantial increase indicates there is strong crowd-in of new migrants as

the within-village loan offer and migration rates increase.

These large migration impacts fail to replicate at scale in the districts where the original pilots

took place. The final two columns of Table 3 report estimated treatment effects from the 2017 and
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2018 evaluation rounds in the pilot districts comparing treatment to pure control.2 In both years,

the base rate of migration in control villages—i.e. the prevalence of regular migrants—remains close

to its pilot level. From this base, eligibility for an NLS loan only increases a household’s likelihood of

sending a migrant by 4 percentage points in 2017 despite complete within-village saturation of loan

eligibility, and this change is not statistically distinguishable from zero3. In 2018, the treatment

effect climbs to 12 percentage points, still well short of the anticipated 40 percentage points from

the 2014 high-saturation arm and even below the 2008 and 2014 low-saturation treatment effects.

We can reject equality in treatment effect between every pilot and at-scale round at the 5% level

except for 2008 and 2018.

For comparison, we report administrative data on program implementation in Table 4. The

table reports the fraction of households lost at each stage of the NLS process. The first column

describes the 2008 pilot, the second column the 2017 at-scale implementation, and the fourth

column the 2018 implementation. The top rows of Table 4 represent the fractions of the population

in study villages that satisfied the eligibility criteria and were assigned to receive an offer; the latter

number is around one tenth in 2008 because of experimental randomization. The remaining four

rows describe implementation conditional on loan eligibility.

There is an increase in the qualified population in 2017 because the eligibility criterion of having

missed meals in past lean seasons was dropped. The third column of Table 4 displays statistics

for the subset of loan-eligible households that satisfy this additional criterion, though the fraction

is low because this variable was sparsely recorded. Nevertheless, administrative data within this

subset is nearly identical to the full loan-eligible population, indicating that changes in eligibility

criteria did not affect program administration. In 2018, past missed meals was reinstated as a

condition of loan eligibility.

Table 4 reveals three notable facts about recorded implementation quality. First, loan condition-

ality was, if anything, more stringently enforced at scale than in the pilot. Just under two thirds of

loan recipients subsequently migrated in 2008. This fraction was 70% in 2018, and actually reached

over 90% in 2017. This fact motivates our focus on loan acceptance and disbursement rather than

migration after loan receipt. Second, in 2017, loan acceptance rates were substantially lower than

in 2008, and fewer than two thirds of households that accepted a loan offer actually received a loan.

We discuss the differences in 2017 and 2018 implementation that may have led to this discrepancy

in Section 5. Third, official program implementation metrics in 2018 look nearly identical to 2008.

Notably, around 41% of loan-eligible households migrated with a loan in both years. Evaluating im-

plementation data alone would lead implementers to mistakenly conclude the program was equally

effective at promoting migration at scale were it not for the randomized evaluation.

Even without inducing new migration, the NLS program may benefit existing migrants by

offering a low-cost alternative to finance planned migration. We test for direct program benefits by

2Analysis of treatment effects in expansion districts is presented in Section 6.
3In Appendix A we verify robustness to the way migration is measured.
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estimating the reduced-form effect of treatment on household earnings, consumption, and financial

status. Results are summarized in Table 5, with full results presented in Appendix A. Across a

range of outcomes, reduced form effects are quantitatively small and statistically indistinguishable

from zero. These results indicate that the direct welfare effects of a small, short-term loan are

minimal compared to the return to migration for induced migrants in the pilot rounds of study.

4 Conceptual Framework

In this section we provide a conceptual framework to describe sources of divergence between pilot

and at-scale treatment effects. One common concern when scaling up a policy is that implementers

introduce design differences that alter the policy effect. Our evaluation avoids this concern because

the migration loan on offer remains consistent across all rounds of evaluation. Instead, we focus on

economic reasons why treatment effects may differ with the scale of implementation for the same

program. We first introduce a new threat to external validity based on outreach intensity within a

given population and then discuss standard external validity concerns that focus on population-level

changes.

4.1 Classification of Migration Compliance

Differences between pilot and scale derive from the fact that the benefits of NLS loans are concen-

trated within a subset of the loan-eligible population. NLS works by enabling migration for those

households that have high returns to migration but cannot access them due to credit constraints.

We refer to this population as the induced migrants—those that would not migrate without a loan

but are induced to do so by the loan offer. In the language of program evaluation, this group

represents program compliers.

Nearly all NLS program benefits accrue to induced migrants. By contrast, never-migrants—

those who do not migrate even when offered a loan, also known as never-takers—derive little benefit

from a loan offer they refuse. Similarly, regular migrants—those who would migrate even without

a loan, also known as always-takers—will enjoy the returns to migration whether they receive a

loan or not. They may derive some additional direct benefit from a small, short-term, low-interest

loan, but this direct effect is negligible compared to the return to migration. Therefore, economic

explanations for differences in treatment effect between pilot and scale focus on changes in the

frequency of and returns to program compliers.

4.2 Delegation Risk and Selective Outreach

We introduce and quantify a new threat to scaling, which we refer to as delegation risk, based on

program outreach to compliers within the same population. Even if the distribution of compliance

status remains consistent as a policy grows, common management practices can lead compliers to

be systematically undertreated at scale.
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This risk stems from the fact that policy designers and managers delegate implementation duties

to hired staff. The level of staff discretion in implementation grows with program scale for two

reasons. First, if the number of implementing agents increases, then managers can perform less

direct oversight per agent, leaving more scope for discretionary decisions. Second, if the number

of assigned beneficiaries per agent grows, then agents must be more selective in how they allocate

effort between assigned beneficiaries. Agent effort cannot directly scale with the number of assigned

beneficiaries because of constraints on the implementers’ time, and selectivity may be exacerbated

by other resource or program capacity constraints that further raise the shadow cost of effort per

beneficiary.

In the scale-up of NLS, both administrative complexity grew as two new loan officers were hired

per implementing branch, and loan-eligible households per branch increased by over an order of

magnitude. Loan officers exercised discretion in their marketing efforts and enforcement of loan

conditionality. At the start of each season, officers held a meeting announcing the NLS program for

all eligible households in each treatment village, and then went door-to-door to inform anyone not in

attendance. After this initial kickoff, officers conducted followup visits in their assigned regions to

continue marketing and to encourage migration after loan disbursement. They exercised discretion

in how to allocate their time between these activities and in which villages and households to follow

up most intensely. By contrast, the pilot rounds were small enough that all study households were

reached with high intensity.

Ideally, implementing agents exercising discretion would share policy designers’ goal of maximiz-

ing effort toward program compliers. However, compensation schemes cannot directly incentivize

this outcome because compliance status is unobservable for any given beneficiary. Even aggregate

population frequencies can only be indirectly inferred from migration rates when an experimental

control exists.

As an alternative, it is common to structure employee incentives around implementation. This

metric can generate perverse incentives to focus effort on always-takers to the exclusion of program

compliers. From the agent’s perspective, a participant’s pre-treatment behavior (i.e. if they are

a regular migrant) is likely more observable than their hypothetical behavior after treatment (i.e.

whether they would be induced to migrate with a loan). That is to say, it is easier to identify always-

takers than to distinguish compliers from never-takers. Therefore, constrained agents seeking to

maximize implementation quantity should direct efforts toward always-takers, who are guaranteed

to take up the program, rather than reach out to prospective compliers and risk wasting time on

never-takers.

This type of mistargeting may also be induced by participant demand. Since always-takers

already have plans in place, they can more confidently signal their demand, even if the direct

benefit of the program is relatively small. In contrast, compliers need to figure out their behavior

after treatment. In our study, induced migrants need time to scout opportunities and make plans

before requesting a loan. Therefore, implementers responding to demand signals may exhaust their
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capacity on always-takers to the exclusion of program compliers. In either case, the cost of agent

effort is lower for always-takers even though program benefits primarily derive from compliers.

While we cannot directly measure loan officer effort, we provide suggestive evidence using

survey data on households’ recollection of loan offers. Using offer recall as a proxy for the level of

effort directed toward a household, we show evidence that loan officers selectively recruited regular

migrants rather than induced migrants.

4.3 Population Differences and General Equilibrium Spillovers

Delegation risk occurs due to implementer selectivity within the population assigned to be treated.

This mechanism is distinct from standard concerns regarding external validity that center around

differences in who is assigned to be treated. Most directly, as the size of a program grows, it

reaches new locations and populations that may differ from where the pilot took place. Program

effects will vary with the fraction of compliers in newly treated populations, and this variation can

systematically attenuate treatment effects at scale if pilots strategically target populations with

the greatest need or probability of success. We explicitly test for geographic population differences

through stratification in the randomization design.

The fraction of program compliers may also change within the same population over time. To

address the role of time-series changes in population characteristics, we first estimate conditional

treatment effects from the 2008 and 2014 pilot evaluation rounds conditional on observable baseline

characteristics. We then construct a counterfactual at-scale treatment effect that is the weighted

average of conditional treatment effects weighted by the distribution of baseline characteristics in

2017 and 2018. By comparing this counterfactual to the actual estimated treatment effect at scale,

we can quantify the importance of changes in observable population characteristics over time.

A second class of explanations for why there may be fewer compliers in the treated population

at scale follow from spillovers and general equilibrium effects. As the size of a program grows,

market-level changes in prices or other sources of crowd-out can lower the value of a program to

its beneficiaries. With respect to NLS, negative spillovers would exist if wages decline at migration

destinations in response to a large-scale labor supply shock, or if there are a limited number of

local migration opportunities that become saturated with broad loan availability. These factors

can cause the individual return to migration to decrease with the overall size of the NLS program,

shrinking the number of treatment compliers within the population.

We explicitly test for regional spillovers through the randomization design. Randomization

generates a set of untreated high-spillover villages in the midst of an intensely treated area, as

well as a set of untreated branch-control villages adjacent to microfinance branch offices offering

loans. By comparing migration outcomes in these groups to the pure control, where no loans are

offered nearby, we evaluate whether migrants induced to travel by the NLS program crowd out

other migrants. This cross-village analysis complements the finding from the 2014 evaluation that

migration compliance increases with village-level treatment intensity, indicating there is crowd-in
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rather than crowd-out of migrants within a village (Akram et al., 2017).

5 Evidence of Delegation Risk

We have shown that the at-scale treatment effect in the pilot districts falls well short of what

was achieved in the pilot. In this section we present evidence that delegation risk led outreach

efforts at scale to systematically undertarget program compliers, and can quantitatively explain

the remaining treatment effect attenuation.

5.1 Capacity Constraints and Implementation Targets

Low rates of loan acceptance and disbursement in 2017 reported in Table 4 were driven at least in

part by binding capacity constraints. At the officer level, a debrief survey administered after the

migration season reveals that 85% of officers were hired with an explicit target for the number of

loans to disburse. Figure 5 plots the distribution of disbursements relative to the reported target

for each officer. The figure shows that the majority of officers hit their target nearly exactly. The

net result of these targets was that total loan disbursements across all branches in 2017 plateaued

at the planned quantity of 40,0004, explaining why so many households that accepted a migration

loan never received one.

Quantity targeting was abandoned in the 2018 implementation year, and loan officer instructions

shifted to use the language of program compliers and induced migrants. Correspondingly, the

number of loan disbursements rose to nearly 90,000. Nevertheless, capacity constraints remained in

loan officers’ time as they decided where to allocate their marketing and recruitment efforts in the

short window before the migration season. Moreover, while explicit loan requirements were dropped,

incentives for implementation quantity implicitly remained in place through relational contracting

as officers who did not disburse a sufficient number of loans were unlikely to be retained.

Household survey data following the 2018 evaluation corroborates the concern that migration

officers directed different levels of effort to different households. Figure 6 reports the fraction of

households that remember being offered a migration loan during the prior lean season. While this

fraction is substantially higher in treated villages than untreated, it is not close to 1. Only 40–60%

of eligible households recall being offered a migration loan. Recall is not a perfect measure of

program outreach, but should be seen as a proxy for intensity of loan officer engagement.

Figure 7 verifies that this low fraction cannot entirely be attributed to faulty memory. The

figure plots the fraction of households who remember being offered a loan by village on the y-axis

against the fraction that remember loans being offered in their village on the x-axis. Nearly all the

4The planned number of loan disbursements fell far short of the 64% acceptance rate realized 2008 because the
program made more loan offers than anticipated. At the time of implementation, microfinance branches realized
they had the capacity to conduct eligibility surveys in more villages than they predicted, and expanded the scope
of operations accordingly at the last minute. The anticipated number of loans had already been registered with the
Bangladeshi government and could not be increased to match the new program size.
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data lie below the 45-degree line, revealing a large number of eligible households who can recall

NLS-related activity in their village but feel they were not invited to participate. The figure also

shows there is no systematic difference in this metric between pilot and expansion districts.

5.2 Selectivity in Program Outreach

We use the survey data on household recall of loan offers to test for selective effort by loan officers.

To do this, we first calculate the frequency of baseline characteristics among migrants in control

villages and among non-migrants in treated villages. The difference between these two popula-

tions reflects the difference between always-takers—regular migrants who travel even without a

loan—and never-takers—never-migrants who do not travel even when a loan is available. For each

characteristic, we compute the t-statistic for the difference as a measure of how informative the

characteristic is about a household’s propensity to accept a loan. If loan officers aim to maximize

the number of loans disbursed without concern for reaching induced migrants, then they should

adjust their targeting in accordance with these t-statistics.

The first two columns of Table 6 report differences and t-statistics for the difference between

always- and never-takers in each characteristic available at baseline. Migration history is the

strongest predictor of current migration plans by far, with households that migrated recently more

likely to be regular migrants and those that did not more likely to be never-migrants. The presence

of adult males in the household also increases the likelihood that a household will send a migrant,

as does borrowing at baseline. Land ownership and education of the household head are both

negatively associated with regular migration.

Next, we regress household recall of receiving a loan offer on these baseline characteristics for

households in treated villages. To the extent that this recall measure proxies for the effort that

a migration officers spent in advertising migration loans to a household, this regression identifies

the characteristics that predict effort level. Regression results are reported in the final column of

Table 6.

We plot regression coefficients against t-statistics in Figure 8, and the results are striking. There

is a nearly monotonic relationship between how informative a characteristic is about always-takers

versus never-takers and how strongly that characteristics predicts whether a household remembers

being offered a migration loan. This relationship is consistent with the idea that in the presence

of capacity constraints, migration officers actively seek out always-takers and avoid never-takers to

maximize their rate of loan disbursement.

5.3 Delegation Risk

The previous exercise shows selectivity by propensity to migrate, but leaves open the question

of whether effort is directed toward or away from induced migrants. Because induced migrants

eventually accept a loan, effort toward this group would in principle achieve implementation-based
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goals. Delegation risk poses a threat to implementation specifically when implementing officers

prioritize other lower-cost alternatives to maximize loan disbursement.

We first approach this question with regression analysis to estimate treatment effect hetero-

geneity by likelihood of loan offer recall, which we treat as a proxy for outreach intensity. We first

construct a measure of recall likelihood as a flexible function of observable characteristics following

using a random forest algorithm Wager and Athey (2018). The variables most commonly selected

as relevant over multiple iterations of the algorithm are migration history, reflecting non-loan mi-

gration status; borrowing history, reflecting credit access; and distance to MFI branch, reflecting

outreach cost. We then estimate heterogeneous treatment effects by outreach intensity, adjusting

for endogenous stratification following Abadie et al. (2018). Results from this exercise are presented

in Table 7.

Intensity of outreach is highly predictive of migration regardless of treatment status. That is,

those most likely to recall a loan offer are also those most likely to migrate whether they received

an offer or not. Assignment to treatment also increases the likelihood of migration by nearly the

same amount as in pilot rounds, though this value is estimated with substantial noise. Notably, the

coefficient on the interaction term between assignment to treatment and outreach intensity, though

noisy, is negative and nearly exactly the same magnitude as on assignment to treatment. This fact

indicates that responsiveness to treatment is declining in outreach intensity as those who receive

greater outreach are more likely to be regular migrants rather than compliers.

To more directly quantify selectivity in implementer effort, we first need to extend the classifica-

tion of treatment compliance to separately account for loan acceptance and migration. Beyond the

standard compliance types—Always Takers (AT) who take the loan when offered and migrate with

or without a loan, Compliers (C) who take the loan when offered and migrate if and only if they

receive a loan, and Never Takers (NT) who decline the loan when offered and never migrate—we

describe two additional behaviors. First, there are Self Sufficient (SS) households that decline the

loan offer but still migrate on their own, and fall into the broader category of ”regular migrants”.

Second, we observe Time Wasters (TW) who accept a loan when offered but never migrate and

remain ”never migrants”. Table 8 presents a full type description.

The fifth through eighth columns of Table 8 report the implied type distribution in the popu-

lation according to the 2008 and 2014 implementation data under the assumption that treatment

was administered with uniform effort intensity. For instance, 36% of households in the 2008 control

group migrated, corresponding to the population fraction of regular migrants. In the treatment

group, 16% declined a loan and still migrated, corresponding to the portion of Self-Sufficient,

meaning the other 20% must have been standard Always-Takers. Other population frequencies are

calculated similarly.

This breakdown reveals two sources of change as the offered fraction of eligible households

increased from 14% to 70% in 2014. First, the fraction of never-migrants shrank by 14%, with a

net 7% growth in induced migrants and another 7% growth in regular migrants. Second, within
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migrant type, the rate of loan acceptance grew to above 90% from a prior rate of 59% among

regular migrants and 37% among never-migrants. That is, increasing the fraction of households

offered a loan leads to both more migration and a greater propensity to accept a loan regardless of

migration status.

Normalizing the effort intensity in pilot to 1, we can compute the implied effort intensity for

each compliance type in 2018 treating loan offer recall as a proxy for implementer effort. In the

data, we observe loan offer recall, loan acceptance conditional on recall, and migration with or

without a loan for every sample household in treatment villages. The fraction of the population in

each data cell can be written as a function of the type distribution and the effort directed to each

type according to a system of equations.

Recall, Accept, Migrate = PATAT + PCC

Recall, Accept, Remain = PTWTW

Recall, Decline, Migrate = PSSSS

Recall, Decline, Remain = PNTNT

NoRecall, Migrate = (1− PAT )AT + (1− PSS)SS

NoRecall, Remain = (1− PC)C + (1− PTW )TW + (1− PNT )NT

(1)

Where capital letters X represent population frequencies by type and PX represents the average

outreach intensity to that type.

Given population frequencies by type, the system (1) represents five equations5 with five un-

knowns corresponding to outreach intensities. We solve this system for outreach intensity in 2018

under the assumption that the type distribution remained constant in 2008, normalizing the 2008

effort level to 1 for all types.

The implied effort intensity by type is reported in the final column of Table 8. The table reaffirms

strong selectivity by migration status: effort intensity is over three times greater for always-takers

than never-takers. However, this fact seems to be linked to loan acceptance rather than migration.

Effort toward self-sufficient households, who migrate without a loan, closely resembles that of never

takers. Inversely, time-wasters who accept a loan without migrating experience similar levels of

implementer effort as always-takers. In all, the data indicate that loan officers exercising discretion

selectively target groups that will accept a loan offer.

The deleterious effects of delegation risk are apparent in the estimated effort intensity for

compliers. The implied value of 0.49 is substantially lower than for always-takers and time-wasters,

and is slightly lower than the unconditional offer recall rate of 51% among all households assigned

to treatment. That is to say, induced migrants, who benefit the most from the program and are

responsible for the promising pilot results, receive the least implementer focus among those who

would accept a loan. In fact, induced migrants receive slightly less implementer focus than they

5There are six equations, but one is redundant because outcome frequencies must sum to one.
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would were effort assigned across groups at random.

6 Other Threats to Extrenal Validity

We have provided suggestive evidence that delegation risk can account for the majority of decline in

program effectiveness between pilot and at-scale implementations of NLS. In this section we discuss

the additional importance of geographic heterogeneity and rule out two other possible reasons why

the fraction of program compliers in the population may have diminished from pilot to scale.

6.1 Geographic Expansion

The NLS program was originally piloted in two districts within the Rangpur division of Bangladesh.

In scaling up, the program expanded to incorporate the remaining six districts in the division.

Tables 9 and 10 describe differences in baseline characteristics between the eligible population in

old and new districts in 2017 and 2018, respectively. Populations are similar across geography

on most characteristics, with the exception of land ownership. Notably, migration history among

the eligible population is comparable between districts. This similarity on observables along with

the geographic proximity of new districts sets the expectation that the distribution of program

compliers, and as a corollary program treatment effects, will not differ substantially.

Despite the observable similarity, the eligible population in new districts may differ on un-

observables related to program compliance. To quantify the importance of geographic expansion

on NLS program effectiveness, we stratified randomization by district and separately estimate the

treatment effect at scale in pilot and expansion districts. Results from this exercise are presented

in Table 11.

The regression table reveals a substantial difference between treatment effects in old and new

districts. In the 2018 evaluation round, when loan offers in the original pilot districts raised house-

hold migration by a statistically significant 12 percentage points, the effect in expansion districts

was small, if anything negative, and statistically insignificant. Combining pilot and expansion dis-

tricts to estimate a pooled effect would have led us to conclude the NLS effect on migration was

statistically indistinguishable from zero in both years. Disappointingly, geographic differences in

treatment effect would not have been easy to predict given the observable similarity of new and old

districts at baseline.

6.2 Time Series Differences

The population under study in the at-scale evaluation does not just differ from the pilot population

in geography, it also differs in time. In particular, we observe two key factors that differentiate

the at-scale evaluation years from pilot that may have altered the prevalence of program compliers.

First, there has been a secular trend of economic growth, leading the later evaluation rounds to take

place among a generally wealthier population. Second, both 2017 and 2018 saw substantially greater
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rainfall than 2008 and 2014. These and other changes may affect the population responsiveness to

NLS loan offers.

6.2.1 Household Characteristics

We first explore the importance of wealth and other population characteristics by estimating condi-

tional treatment effects by baseline characteristics. As a demonstrative exercise, consider household

calorie consumption. Figure 9 plots the distribution of per capita calorie consumption across con-

trol households in 2008 and 2018. The figure reveals a nearly 25% increase in average calorie

consumption over the decade.

To evaluate the importance of calorie consumption in responsiveness to treatment, we proceed

in three steps. First, we divide households from the 2008 evaluation into k bins using data on calorie

consumption collected before migration loan offers. Second, we estimate a bin-specific treatment

effect in the 2008 data. Third, we construct a counterfactual 2018 treatment effect by taking a

weighted average of bin-specific treatment effects weighted by the share of the population in each

bin in the 2018 control group. This counterfactual describes the average migration response we

would have observed if conditional treatment effects remained constant over time and the only

change was the distribution of calorie consumption in the study population. We compare this

counterfactual to the true treatment effect from 2018 to quantify how much of the gap can be

explained by changes in calorie consumption as a proxy for compliance status.

We present results from this exercise in Figure 10. The x-axis plots the number of bins used to

estimate conditional treatment effects. The y-axis plots the fraction of the difference between 2008

and 2018 that can be attributed to changes in the calorie distribution over time. The figure shows

that with a small number bins, this exercise can only explain on average only 10–15 percent of the

attenuation in treatment effect, and the explanatory power shrinks as the number of calorie bins

grows.

We generalize this exercise using a machine learning algorithm on all baseline characteristics

available in 2008. We implement a random forest algorithm following Wager and Athey (2018) to

select variables with the greatest explanatory power for conditional treatment effects in the 2008

evaluation. The algorithm selects from covariates among baseline calories, education of household

head, cultivable land owned, household size, number of adult males, and number of adult females.

We then interact conditional treatment effects with the distribution of the selected variables in the

2018 control group to construct a counterfactual 2018 treatment effect.

The machine learning algorithm generates a counterfactual 2018 treatment effect of 21.9%. This

small attenuation accounts for only 4% of the measured difference in treatment effect between 2008

and 2018. As a validity check, we verify that weighting the 2008 marginal treatment effects by the

2008 distribution of population characteristics matches the 2008 treatment effect nearly exactly at

22.6%.
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6.2.2 Rainfall

We are unfortunately unable to include rainfall in this conditional treatment effect calculation

because there is little overlapping support between rainfall in 2008 and in 2017/2018. Both 2017

and 2018 saw above-average levels of rainfall before and during the agricultural lean season, with

historically high levels of flooding experienced in 2017. In contrast, 2008 was an abnormally dry

year with most study village experiencing below-average rainfall.

We provide two pieces of evidence that suggest changes in rainfall had minimal impact on the

change in estimated treatment effect over time. First, we interact treatment status with satellite

rainfall data from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. For each village, we

create a dummy for whether the village received above- or below-average rainfall during the lean

season relative to the period from 2001 to 2019.6 We then interact this dummy variable with

treatment assignment. Results, presented in Table 12, reveal that above-average rainfall depresses

responsiveness to treatment by only 3 percentage points, and is not statistically distinguishable

from zero.

Second, we use administrative data from the implementing microfinance organization to test

for a cross-sectional relationship between rainfall relative to average and the fraction of households

that accept a migration loan. This (lack of) relationship, plotted in Figure 11, confirms there is

little correlation between rainfall realization and program effectiveness, indicating that variation in

rainfall is unlikely to affect the distribution of program compliers in the population..

Together, these facts suggest that observable changes in population characteristics over time add

little explanatory power in accounting for the attenuation in treatment effect between evaluation

rounds. Of course, it would be impossible to fully rule out the possibility that our results driven

entirely by time series changes in population unobservables that lower program compliance.

6.3 General Equilibrium Spillovers

We test for cross-village crowd-out of migration using the spillover and branch-control groups from

the randomization design. Spillover villages are those located in the middle of a group of treated

villages where loans were offered. Branch control villages are those in the same catchment area of a

branch that made loan offers. Both groups are in close geographic proximity to treated villages and

are more likely to send migrants to similar destinations. If NLS implementation at scale crowds

out migration, we would expect to see depressed rates of migration in these villages relative to pure

control.

The second and third rows of Table 11 reveal that general equilibrium spillovers have little effect

on migration rates. Differences in migration between spillover/branch-control and pure control are

quantitatively small in magnitude and generally statistically indistinguishable from zero. The

positive sign of the point estimates indicates that, if anything, the NLS program induces slight

6Recall survey data shows a strong correlation between this measure and self-reported flooding over 2014–2018.
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crowd-in of migrants across village. In fact, crowd-in across villages is strongest exactly in the

original pilot districts where the program induces the greatest migration. This finding suggests

that, even at the current scale, migration opportunities have not been exhausted and labor demand

at migrant destinations is sufficiently elastic to absorb a further supply shock.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we report results from an evaluation of a large-scale migration loan program that

fails to replicate the success achieved in pilot. We show that this failure to replicate cannot be

attributed to crowd-out in general equilibrium, and that differences in the treated population at

scale can explain at most a third of the attenuation in treatment effect. We introduce and provide

evidence supporting a new theory of delegation risk caused by capacity-constrained implementers

seeking to maximize measurable implementation outcomes.

The conditions that lead to delegation risk are fairly general. Any program with an increasing

marginal cost or shadow cost of effort7 will lead implementers to be more selective as scale grows.

There is room for this selectivity to be mistargeted when benefits are concentrated among a subset

of the population that are compliers, but the population also consists of always-takers and never-

takers with no verifiable or contractible way to distinguish between types.

In addition to directed lending programs such as NLS, many types of policy satisfy these con-

ditions. For example, other forms of microfinance, conditional cash transfers, occupational or

technological training, and agricultural extension all seek to enable or promote behaviors that

some subset of the population would already engage in. In such cases, contracts for implementing

agents cannot directly reward effort focused on compliers, and alternative performance metrics can

drive a wedge between agent incentives and program intent.

A common management practice in many development organizations is to focus on implemen-

tation quantity. This metric is both used to evaluate employee performance as well as reported to

donors and other benefactors as a measure of impact. Unfortunately, contracts and career incen-

tives built around implementation quantity can induce selection in exactly the wrong direction if

it is easier to identify always-takers than program compliers.

It remains an open question how best to design agent incentives. The ideal contract would

reward program impact. In the case of NLS, this would mean paying and retaining loan officers

based on the induced migration in their catchment area. Unfortunately, this is only possible with

a credible counterfactual, such as from independently collected data on an experimental control

group. More feasible alternatives may use performance bonuses and competition across agents,

but such schemes risk triggering fairness concerns as outcomes are influenced by unobserved cross-

sectional heterogeneity. Our experience also indicates that replacing implementation targets with

7Delegation risk would be minimal, for example, in a text messaging campaign where the marginal cost of
messaging remains constant with scale.
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intrinsic motivation can recover some, but not all, of a program’s intended effect.

The presence of delegation risk adds complications to cost–benefit analysis. Pilot studies often

draw a distinction between the cost of evaluation and implementation, and report only the latter

for policy analysis. Our work suggests that evaluation plays an important oversight role by pro-

viding detailed feedback on implementation quality. This monitoring cannot be divorced from the

implementation itself and should be factored into program costs.

This lesson also applies when evaluating aid effectiveness. Rating agencies for charitable giving

commonly focus on the fraction of an organization’s budget devoted to beneficiaries.8 We find that

resources for effective targeting can be equally important as poorly targeted programs can fail to

deliver promised impacts.

More broadly, the analysis in this paper highlights the complementary roles played by pilot

experimentation and evaluation at scale. A pilot can be considered a proof-of-concept evaluating

whether a market failure exists and if remedying it generates returns to beneficiaries. These are

necessary but not sufficient conditions for policy success. Evaluation at scale reveals whether the

remedy can be sustained as a general policy. Ideally, pilot experimentation would provide insight

into the potential for scaleup. However, we would not want to sacrifice evidence about market

failures by designing pilots that are too frequently derailed by implementation challenges.

8For instance, Charity Navigator’s methodology page explicitly states that charities ” fulfill the expectations of
givers when they allocate most of their budgets towards their charitable missions.”
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Figure 1: Map of Rangpur Division, Bangladesh

Source: TUBS (left); James Adams (right) accessed from Wikipedia.
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Figure 2: Food Insecurity among Landless Rural Households

Self-reported monthly frequency of reducing meals or portion sizes from a 12-month recall survey.

30



Figure 3: Within-Branch Treatment Assignment According to Circle Order

Example of village assignment in a treated branch according to circle order. Top left panel shows geographic distri-
bution of villages in catchment area, with branch office represented by +. Top right panel shows circle projection
of villages around branch office. Bottom panel shows resulting treatment assignment. Square represents randomly
selected “spillover” village. Triangles represent “treated” villages according to circle order around spillover. Circles
represent untreated villages designated as “branch control”. Randomization generates treated and untreated regions,
with one untreated village in midst of treated region. Shaded shapes represent villages selected for evaluation surveys.
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Figure 4: Village Randomization and Survey Assignment for 2017
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Figure 5: 2017 Loan Disbursements Relative to Target

Loans disbursed by migration officer relative to target. Data from debrief survey with loan officers following 2017
migration season.
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Figure 6: Fraction of Households that Remember Loan Offer by Village

Fraction of households per village that remember receiving loan offer.
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Figure 7: Households that Remember Own Offer and Offers in Village

Data from household recall survey following 2018 implementation. Each datapoint represents a village. x-axis:
fraction of eligible households that remember loan offers made in their village. y-axis: fraction of eligible households
that recall receiving a loan offer. 45-degree line in red.
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Figure 8: Loan Offer Targeting to Always-Takers

Each datapoint represents a household characteristic. x-axis: t-statistic for difference in that characteristic between
always-takers and never-takers. y-axis: impact of that characteristic on likelihood of remembering a loan offer.
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Figure 9: Distribution of Per Capita Calorie Consumption by Year
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Figure 10: Treatment Effect Attenuation Predicted by Change in Calorie Consumption over Time

x-axis plots number of quantile bins used to compute conditional treatment effects. y-axis plots fraction of difference
between pilot and at-scale treatment effect explained by reweighting 2008 conditional treatment effects using 2018
population shares.
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Figure 11: 2018 Loan Acceptance Rate by Rainfall Relative to Average

Loan acceptance among eligible households based on administrative data from microfinance institution. x-axis:
rainfall during 2018 lean season relative to 2001–2019 average. y-axis: fraction of eligible households in village that
accept a migration loan.
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Table 1: Balance across Treatment Arms, 2017

(1) (2) (3) (4) T-test
pure-control branch-control spillover incentivized Difference

Variable Mean/SE Mean/SE Mean/SE Mean/SE (1)-(2) (1)-(3) (1)-(4) (2)-(3) (2)-(4) (3)-(4)

Never migrated or migrated over 3 years ago 0.548
(0.025)

0.602
(0.029)

0.617
(0.032)

0.626
(0.027)

-0.053 -0.068* -0.078** -0.015 -0.024 -0.009

Migrated 2-3 years ago 0.087
(0.008)

0.073
(0.011)

0.075
(0.011)

0.069
(0.011)

0.014 0.012 0.018 -0.002 0.003 0.005

Migrated a year ago 0.365
(0.023)

0.326
(0.028)

0.309
(0.029)

0.305
(0.022)

0.039 0.056 0.060* 0.017 0.021 0.004

No land 0.442
(0.031)

0.423
(0.040)

0.502
(0.035)

0.513
(0.040)

0.019 -0.060 -0.071 -0.079 -0.090 -0.011

Below Med | on 0 < land ≤ 50 0.201
(0.016)

0.162
(0.019)

0.150
(0.017)

0.158
(0.017)

0.040 0.051** 0.043* 0.011 0.004 -0.007

Above Med | on 0 < land ≤ 50 0.165
(0.017)

0.168
(0.021)

0.136
(0.017)

0.154
(0.019)

-0.003 0.030 0.012 0.032 0.014 -0.018

Below Med | on land > 50 0.105
(0.012)

0.116
(0.013)

0.097
(0.013)

0.087
(0.012)

-0.011 0.008 0.018 0.019 0.029 0.010

Above Med | on land > 50 0.087
(0.013)

0.132
(0.022)

0.115
(0.019)

0.088
(0.019)

-0.045* -0.028 -0.002 0.017 0.043 0.026

Completed Some Education 0.449
(0.017)

0.405
(0.027)

0.446
(0.030)

0.479
(0.024)

0.044 0.003 -0.031 -0.041 -0.074** -0.033

Num of Adult Males in the Household 1.647
(0.027)

1.604
(0.041)

1.590
(0.036)

1.508
(0.041)

0.042 0.057 0.139*** 0.014 0.097* 0.082

Num of Children in the Household 1.536
(0.040)

1.458
(0.052)

1.513
(0.060)

1.445
(0.043)

0.079 0.024 0.092 -0.055 0.013 0.068

Baseline Food Insecurity 0.566
(0.041)

0.545
(0.045)

0.549
(0.042)

0.731
(0.048)

0.021 0.017 -0.165*** -0.004 -0.186*** -0.182***

N 1288 743 751 780
Clusters 70 40 40 40

F-test of joint significance (p-value) 0.107 0.239 0.000*** 0.636 0.002*** 0.100
F-test, number of observations 2031 2039 2068 1494 1523 1531

Notes: The value displayed for t-tests are the differences in the means across the groups. The value
displayed for F-tests are p-values. Standard errors are clustered at variable village. ***, **, and *
indicate significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent critical level.
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Table 2: Balance across Treatment Arms, 2018

(1) (2) (3) (4) T-test
pure-control branch-control spillover incentivized Difference

Variable Mean/SE Mean/SE Mean/SE Mean/SE (1)-(2) (1)-(3) (1)-(4) (2)-(3) (2)-(4) (3)-(4)

Never migrated or migrated over 3 years ago 0.554
(0.020)

0.483
(0.031)

0.465
(0.036)

0.452
(0.020)

0.070* 0.089** 0.102*** 0.018 0.031 0.013

Migrated 2-3 years ago 0.091
(0.007)

0.102
(0.015)

0.119
(0.013)

0.103
(0.008)

-0.011 -0.027* -0.011 -0.016 -0.000 0.016

Migrated a year ago 0.355
(0.020)

0.414
(0.029)

0.417
(0.035)

0.446
(0.020)

-0.059* -0.061 -0.091*** -0.002 -0.031 -0.029

No land 0.825
(0.011)

0.809
(0.024)

0.796
(0.019)

0.818
(0.012)

0.016 0.029 0.007 0.013 -0.009 -0.023

Below Med | on 0 < land ≤ 50 0.095
(0.008)

0.119
(0.016)

0.106
(0.013)

0.096
(0.009)

-0.024 -0.011 -0.001 0.013 0.023 0.010

Above Med | on 0 < land ≤ 50 0.080
(0.008)

0.072
(0.012)

0.098
(0.015)

0.086
(0.009)

0.008 -0.018 -0.006 -0.026 -0.014 0.012

Completed Some Education 0.451
(0.017)

0.369
(0.023)

0.373
(0.025)

0.433
(0.017)

0.082*** 0.078** 0.018 -0.004 -0.064** -0.060*

Num of Adult Males in the Household 1.525
(0.025)

1.518
(0.033)

1.480
(0.037)

1.496
(0.024)

0.007 0.045 0.029 0.038 0.023 -0.015

Num of Children in the Household 1.554
(0.036)

1.509
(0.050)

1.513
(0.055)

1.546
(0.040)

0.044 0.040 0.007 -0.004 -0.037 -0.033

Borrowed Money at Baseline 0.806
(0.014)

0.849
(0.020)

0.785
(0.028)

0.809
(0.016)

-0.043* 0.021 -0.003 0.064* 0.040 -0.024

Baseline Food Insecurity 0.731
(0.020)

0.648
(0.041)

0.738
(0.034)

0.760
(0.019)

0.083* -0.007 -0.028 -0.090* -0.111** -0.022

Village flooding during the last year 0.322
(0.050)

0.462
(0.082)

0.521
(0.084)

0.434
(0.051)

-0.139 -0.199** -0.112 -0.059 0.027 0.087

N 1411 654 641 1618
Clusters 100 40 39 99

F-test of joint significance (p-value) 0.001*** 0.024** 0.086* 0.028** 0.013** 0.439
F-test, number of observations 2065 2052 3029 1295 2272 2259

Notes: The value displayed for t-tests are the differences in the means across the groups. The value
displayed for F-tests are p-values. Standard errors are clustered at variable village. ***, **, and *
indicate significance at the 1, 5, and 10 percent critical level.
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Table 3: Estimated Treatment Effect on Household Migration

Evaluation Round
2008 2014 2017 2018

Low Offers 0.18 0.25
(0.03) (0.04)

High Offers 0.40 0.04 0.12
(0.03) (0.05) (0.04)

H0 : β = β14,Low 0.00 0.03
H0 : β = β14,High 0.00 0.00
Control Mean 0.36 0.34 0.40 0.39
HH Controls Yes No Yes Yes
Upazila FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 1826 3600 1537 1901

Outcome is a dummy for whether any member of the household migrated during the lean season. Standard errors
clustered at the village level.
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Table 4: Sources of Administrative Leakage from Loan Eligibility to Migration

2008
2017 2017

2018
Full Strict

Population 21,902 206,655 206,655 232,916

% Qualified from Population 56.4 76.5 21.6 61.6
% Eligible from Qualified 9.8 100.0 100.0 100.0

% Accepted Offer from Eligible 64.2 42.8 48.4 62.6
% Received Loan from Accepted . 62.4 61.0 99.1
% Migrated from Disbursed 65.9 91.3 91.5 70.0

% Migrated with Loan from Eligible 42.3 23.3 25.7 41.0

Notes: Loan offers and migration from initial census population according to administrative implementation data.
”2017 Strict” refers to subset of 2017 qualified population that satisfied the 2008/2018 eligibility criteria according
to the (poorly recorded) history of missing meals. In 2017 and 2018, 5% of loan recipients were not surveyed for
migration status, so %Migrated from Disbursed may vary by up to 5%.
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Table 5: Reduced Form Effect on Midline Household Outcomes

2017 2018

Labor
Work

Food Labor
Work

Food Debt
Earning Insecurity Earning Insecurity Index

Treated -173.09 -0.01 0.18 -165.42 -0.02 0.05 0.01
(139.24) (0.02) (0.11) (204.72) (0.02) (0.06) (0.07)

Spillover 294.56 -0.00 0.20 -230.83 -0.03 0.14 -0.09
(312.95) (0.02) (0.10) (245.98) (0.02) (0.09) (0.11)

Branch Control -221.57 -0.00 -0.06 -229.58 -0.02 0.20 0.07
(150.71) (0.02) (0.10) (226.43) (0.03) (0.10) (0.09)

Control Mean 2425.00 0.94 0.00 1933.28 0.95 0.00 3.46
HH Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Upazila FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 1,537 1,537 1,537 1,901 1,901 1,767 1,808

Notes: Outcome in Columns (1) and (4) is household labor earnings. Outcome in Columns (2)
and (5) is dummy for employment. Outcome for Columns (3) and (6) is normalized index of food
insecurity. Outcome for Column (7) is self-reported concern about outstanding debt.
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Table 6: Baseline Differences between Always- and Never-Takers

Always Taker vs Never Taker Remember Offer

Household Characteristics Difference T-statistic from RDRS

Never migrated or migrated over 3 years ago -0.3723 -15.228 -0.148
(0.024)

Migrated 2-3 years ago -0.0385 -2.118 -0.044
(0.042)

Migrated a year ago 0.4108 16.214 0.152
(0.024)

No land 0.0381 1.762 0.072
(0.028)

Below med | on 0 < land ≤ 50 -0.0045 -0.267 -0.070
(0.038)

Above med | on 0 < land ≤ 50 -0.0336 -2.177 -0.058
(0.040)

Completed some education -0.0485 -1.760 -0.046
(0.023)

Zero adult males -0.0533 -4.764 -0.160
(0.068)

One adult male -0.0181 -0.657 -0.008
(0.026)

Two adult males 0.0326 1.320 0.037
(0.028)

Three or more adult males 0.0388 2.122 0.000
(0.034)

Borrowed money at baseline 0.0539 2.449 0.094
(0.035)

Baseline food insecurity -0.0054 -0.221 -0.020
(0.029)

Village flooding during the last year 0.0145 0.541 -0.033
(0.052)

Obs 1363 1363 1618

Sample
Always Takers

and Never Takers
Always Takers

and Never Takers
Incentivized

Villages
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Table 7: Endogenous Stratification Implementation of Causal Forests

Individual Village Combined

Treatment 0.23 0.15 0.14
(0.182) (0.217) (0.213)

Individual Prediction 1.26 3.50
(0.293) (0.585)

Treatment X Individual Prediction -0.28
(0.404)

Village Prediction 0.55 -2.89
(0.326) (0.686)

Treatment X Village Prediction -0.07
(0.487)

Replications 1000 1000 1000

Notes: Likelihood of offer recall computed using causal forests following Wager and Athey (2018).
Heterogeneous treatment effects estimated using endogenous stratification adjustment following
Abadie et al. (2018).
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Table 8: Distribution and Effort Intensity by Compliance Status

Type
Accept Migrate Migrate 2008 2014 2014 2018 Effort
Offer w/ Loan w/o Loan Freq. Low High Intensity

Always Taker Yes Yes Yes 19.9 23.0 43.9 0.76

Time Waster Yes No No 21.2 14.3 21.6 0.84

Complier Yes Yes No 22.4 22.6 30.3 0.49

Self Sufficient No – Yes 16.1 16.2 2.5 0.17

Never Taker No – No 20.4 23.9 1.8 0.22

Notes: Population frequencies in Columns 5–7 assume uniform treatment intensity in 2008 and
2014, normalized to 1. Effort intensity in Column 8 assumes type distribution remains constant
over time 2018.
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Table 9: Baseline Characteristics of Eligible Population by District, 2017

(1) (2) T-test
New Districts Original Districts Difference

Variable Mean/SE Mean/SE (1)-(2)

Net Income 39924.426
(1336.293)

39292.854
(1444.903)

631.572

Never migrated or migrated over 3 years ago 0.565
(0.034)

0.527
(0.039)

0.039

Migrated 2-3 years ago 0.096
(0.012)

0.076
(0.011)

0.019

Migrated a year ago 0.339
(0.029)

0.397
(0.036)

-0.058

No land 0.361
(0.040)

0.541
(0.043)

-0.179***

Below Med | on 0 < land ≤ 50 0.222
(0.024)

0.175
(0.020)

0.047

Above Med | on 0 < land ≤ 50 0.181
(0.023)

0.146
(0.024)

0.036

Below Med | on land > 50 0.128
(0.017)

0.076
(0.014)

0.052**

Above Med | on land > 50 0.107
(0.020)

0.062
(0.014)

0.045*

Completed Some Education 0.457
(0.024)

0.438
(0.026)

0.019

Num of Adult Males in the Household 1.678
(0.036)

1.608
(0.041)

0.070

Num of Children in the Household 1.533
(0.058)

1.541
(0.054)

-0.008

Baseline Food Insecurity 0.505
(0.054)

0.641
(0.061)

-0.136*

N 711 577
Clusters 38 32

F-test of joint significance (p-value) 0.005***
F-test, number of observations 1288

Notes: The value displayed for t-tests are the differences in the means across the groups. The value
displayed for F-tests are p-values. Standard errors are clustered at variable village. All missing
values in balance variables are treated as zero.***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and
10 percent critical level.
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Table 10: Baseline Characteristics of Eligible Population by District, 2018

(1) (2) T-test
New Districts Original Districts Difference

Variable Mean/SE Mean/SE (1)-(2)

Net Income 41586.615
(1831.982)

37833.030
(1644.920)

3753.585

Never migrated or migrated over 3 years ago 0.556
(0.027)

0.549
(0.031)

0.007

Migrated 2-3 years ago 0.082
(0.009)

0.105
(0.013)

-0.023

Migrated a year ago 0.361
(0.026)

0.346
(0.031)

0.016

No land 0.812
(0.015)

0.844
(0.015)

-0.032

Below Med | on 0 < land ≤ 50 0.107
(0.011)

0.077
(0.010)

0.030*

Above Med | on 0 < land ≤ 50 0.081
(0.010)

0.079
(0.012)

0.002

Completed Some Education 0.452
(0.019)

0.449
(0.031)

0.003

Num of Adult Males in the Household 1.501
(0.031)

1.561
(0.042)

-0.061

Num of Children in the Household 1.560
(0.048)

1.544
(0.056)

0.016

Borrowed Money at Baseline 0.805
(0.019)

0.807
(0.023)

-0.002

Baseline Food Insecurity 0.731
(0.027)

0.732
(0.029)

-0.000

Village flooding during the last year 0.203
(0.056)

0.498
(0.083)

-0.295***

N 841 570
Clusters 60 40

F-test of joint significance (p-value) 0.010**
F-test, number of observations 1411

Notes: The value displayed for t-tests are the differences in the means across the groups. The value
displayed for F-tests are p-values. Standard errors are clustered at variable village. All missing
values in balance variables are treated as zero.***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1, 5, and
10 percent critical level.
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Table 11: Geographic Differences in Treatment Effects

2017 Districts 2018 Districts

All Pilot New All Pilot New

Treated 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.12 -0.03
(0.03) (0.05) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03)

Spillover -0.03 -0.01 -0.05 0.02 0.13 -0.09
(0.04) (0.06) (0.05) (0.04) (0.06) (0.04)

Branch Control -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 0.02 0.09 -0.07
(0.04) (0.06) (0.04) (0.03) (0.05) (0.04)

Control Mean 0.36 0.40 0.33 0.38 0.39 0.38
HH Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Upazila FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 3,678 1,537 2,141 4,324 1,901 2,423

Outcome is a dummy for whether any member of the household migrated during the lean season. Standard errors
clustered at the village level.
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Table 12: 2018 NLS Treatment Effects by Rainfall

(1) (2) (3)
Sent

Migrant
Sent

Migrant
Sent

Migrant

Treated 0.07∗∗ 0.06 0.02
(0.03) (0.12) (0.09)

Treated × Above Avg Rain=1 0.05
(0.09)

Spillover 0.05 -0.01 -0.05
(0.04) (0.12) (0.09)

Spillover × Above Avg Rain=1 0.08
(0.10)

Branch Control 0.05 0.00 -0.07
(0.04) (0.12) (0.09)

Branch Control × Above Avg Rain=1 0.11
(0.10)

Above Avg Rain=1 -0.04
(0.08)

Mean Rainfall 2222.021 1758.971 2122.001
R-Squared 0.140 0.144 0.132
Obs 3390 934 4324
Controls Yes Yes Yes
Upazila FE Yes Yes Yes

Sample
Above Average

Rainfall
Below Average

Rainfall
Full

Sample

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Supplementary Appendix for

“External Validity and Implementation at Scale”

A Supplemental Results

A.1 Alternate Migration Measures

The measure of migration reported in the paper uses the self-reported departure date for each migration

episode to construct a dummy variable that covers the same months as 2008 and 2014. Tables S1 and S2

report results using all migration reported at endline and midline, respectively. Although the control mean

changes because the endline survey covers a larger migration window and the midline survey covers a smaller

one, the estimated treatment effects remain consistent across measures.

A.2 Reduced Form Outcomes

In Tables S3–S4 we present reduced-form estimates of the effect of treatment assignment on various measures

of earnings and consumption, including all measures prespecified in the pre-analysis plan. The estimates are

uniformly small in magnitude and statistically indistinguishable from zero. We reject the possibility that the

large program benefits observed in pilot resulted from replacing other forms of credit for regular migrants

rather than enabling induced migrants to access the returns to migration.
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Table S1: Estimated Treatment Effect on Household Migration

2017 Districts 2018 Districts

All Pilot New All Pilot New

Treated 0.04 0.06 0.01 0.05 0.10 -0.02
(0.04) (0.05) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03)

Spillover 0.00 0.07 -0.06 0.04 0.14 -0.06
(0.04) (0.06) (0.05) (0.04) (0.06) (0.05)

Branch Control 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.04 0.13 -0.06
(0.04) (0.06) (0.05) (0.04) (0.06) (0.05)

Control Mean 0.47 0.50 0.45 0.47 0.47 0.47
HH Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Upazila FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 3,678 1,537 2,141 4,324 1,901 2,423
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Table S2: Estimated Treatment Effect on Household Migration

2017 Districts 2018 Districts

All Pilot New All Pilot New

Treated 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.08 0.13 0.01
(0.03) (0.05) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03)

Spillover -0.05 -0.03 -0.08 0.05 0.14 -0.03
(0.03) (0.05) (0.04) (0.04) (0.06) (0.04)

Branch Control -0.03 -0.01 -0.05 0.02 0.07 -0.04
(0.03) (0.06) (0.04) (0.04) (0.05) (0.05)

Control Mean 0.31 0.35 0.28 0.34 0.36 0.33
HH Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Upazila FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 4,428 1,839 2,589 4,324 1,901 2,423
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Table S3: Reduced Form Effect on 2017 Endline Outcomes

Net Income Food Insecurity Food Expenditure

Treated -243.30 0.03 -2.35
(1368.08) (0.06) (134.44)

Spillover -1417.60 0.00 222.47
(1423.02) (0.06) (132.03)

Branch Control 23.43 0.05 15.46
(1450.29) (0.06) (148.57)

Control Mean 39712.55 -0.00 5147.39
HH Controls Yes Yes Yes
Upazila FEs Yes Yes Yes
N 3,477 3,678 3,536

Notes: Outcome in Columns (1) and (4) is household labor earnings. Outcome in Columns (2)
and (5) is dummy for employment. Outcome for Columns (3) and (6) is normalized index of food
insecurity. Outcome for Column (7) is self-reported concern about outstanding debt.
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Table S4: Reduced Form Effect on 2018 Endline Outcomes

Net Income Earning Working Food Insecurity Food Expenditure Calories

Treated 880.09 -9.76 0.03 0.01 103.76 25.47
(1713.60) (133.81) (0.02) (0.05) (184.80) (59.70)

Spillover -403.95 -58.59 0.01 0.02 125.92 -157.44
(2137.09) (131.91) (0.03) (0.06) (220.53) (60.66)

Branch Control 1603.45 -157.07 -0.01 0.05 339.58 -19.41
(2027.17) (130.96) (0.03) (0.06) (187.74) (64.03)

Control Mean 40030.49 1359.57 0.74 -0.00 2582.21 2502.72
HH Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Upazila FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 4,324 4,324 4,324 4,155 3,516 4,324

Notes: Outcome in Columns (1) and (4) is household labor earnings. Outcome in Columns (2)
and (5) is dummy for employment. Outcome for Columns (3) and (6) is normalized index of food
insecurity. Outcome for Column (7) is self-reported concern about outstanding debt.
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